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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with the robust H∞  control problem for a class of networked systems with random 
transmission delays and packet dropouts. Both the sensor-to-estimator channel and the controller-to-actuator channel 
are considered. The random one-step transmission delays and packet dropouts are modeled by a Bernoulli distributed 
stochastic variable. Applied the linear matrix inequality (LMI) approach, an observer-based feedback controller is 
designed to make the closed-loop networked system to be robustly exponentially stable in the sense of mean square 
and the prescribed H∞  disturbance-rejection-attenuation level is also achieved. A simulation example is given to 
illustrate the proposed method.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
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1. Introduction 
Networked control systems (NCSs) are spatially distributed systems in which the sensors, actuators and 
controllers communicate through the wireless links or communication networks. Due to the unreliable 
communication media, random time delays and packet dropouts will often occur during the information 
transmission. But, the NCSs have a lot of advantages compared to the conventional point-to-point system 
connection, so they are more popular in the engineering practice. With the growing applications, NCSs 
have gained much attention by the researchers [1-8]. As for the random packet dropouts, the ∞H  and 
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LQG controllers are designed in [1] and [2], respectively. Yang et al. investigate the control problems for 
NCSs with random transmission delays in [3,4]. Relevant filtering problems have gained lots of interests 
for such a system [5,6]. As for the NCSs with both random transmission delays and packet dropouts, there 
are some results on filtering problems [7,8], but the results on control problems are seldom reported.  
In this paper, we study the robust ∞H  control problem for NCSs with random transmission delays and 
packet dropouts, both sensor-to-controller channel and controller-to-actuator channel are considered 
simultaneously. These random delays and packet dropouts can be modelled by a stochastic variable 
satisfying Bernoulli distribution. An observer-based controller is designed via an LMI approach such that 
the closed-loop networked control system is exponentially stable in the sense of mean square, and the 
prescribed ∞H  disturbance attenuation performance is achieved.  
2. Problem Formulation 
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where Rnk ∈x  is the state, R pk ∈u is the control input, mk ∈z R  is the controlled output, Rqk ∈w is
the disturbance input belonging to 2[0, )∞l , 1 2 1, , ,A B B C and 1D  are known real constant matrices with 
appropriate dimensions, kΔA and kΔC are parameter uncertainties assumed to be the form of 
1k k=ΔA H F E , 2k k=ΔC H F E , where 1 2,H H  and E  are known real constant matrices of suitable 
dimensions, and kF  represents an unknown real-valued time-varying matrix satisfying 
T
k k ≤F F I .
In this paper, we choose the dynamic observer-based control scheme for system (1), and assume that 
there exist possible one-step transmission delays and random packet dropouts from the sensor to the 
observer and from the controller to the actuator in the network. Consider the sensor-to-estimator channel 
first, the measurement received at time k by the observer with random transmission delays and packet 
dropouts is described by 
2 1 2 1 2(1 )k k k k k k kα α α − −= − + +y C x C x D w                                           (2) 
where R rk ∈y , 2C  and 2D  are known real matrices with appropriate dimensions. αk  is a Bernoulli 
distributed stochastic variable with Pr { 1}kob α α= =  and Pr { 0} 1kob α α= = − . It is clear that the 
probability for a packet from the sensor at instant k  to be received by the observer on time is 
Pr { 0} 1kob α α= = − , one unit delay rate is 21Pr { 1, 1}k kob α α α−= = =  and packet dropout rate is 
1Pr { 1, 0} (1 )k kob α α α α−= = = − . Similar model can be implemented for the controller-to-actuator 
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where ˆ Rnk ∈x  is the state estimate of the system (1), ˆ R∈ pku is the designed control input to be 
transmitted, R∈ pku  is the controller received by the actuator, and Rn r×∈L  and R p n×∈K  are the 
observer and controller gains, respectively. βk  is also a Bernoulli distributed random variable and 
mutually independent of kα  which satisfies probabilities Pr { 1}kob β β= =  and Pr { 0} 1kob β β= = − .
The probability analysis for the packet dropout rate and one-step delay rate is similar with the sensor-to-
observer channel. 
Let the estimation error be 
ˆk k k= −e x x                                                                  (5) 
The closed-loop system can be obtained by substituting (2), (3) and (4) into (1) and (5) , which is given 
in a compact form as follows: 
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1 1 1 1 20 0 01 01 1 1 11 11
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where 
diag{( ) , ( ) }k k kβ β α α= − −ξ I I , 2 21 1diag{( ) , ( ) }k k k k kβ β β α α α− −= − −ς I I , 0 2(1 )β= + − −A A ΔA B K ,
0 2(1 )β= −B B K , 0 =A ΔA% , 0 2(1 )α= − −B A LC% , 21 2β= −A B K , 21 2β=B B K , 1 =A 0% , 21 2α= −B LC% ,
01 2=A B K , 01 2= −B B K , 01 2=A LC% , 01 =B 0% , 11 2= −A B K , 11 2=B B K , 11 2= −A LC% , 11 =B 0% .          (7)                      
 
Our aim is to design the controller (4) for the system (1), such that the closed-loop system (6) 
guarantees the stochastic stability in the mean-square sense and meets the ∞H  performance constraint. 
That is, we like to design a controller (4) such that the closed-loop system (6) satisfies the following two 
performance requirements (Q1) and (Q2).  
(Q1) The closed-loop system (6) is exponentially mean-square stable. i.e., if with k =w 0 , there exist 
constants 0ϕ >  and (0,1)τ ∈ , such that 2 20E{ } E{ }kk ϕτ≤η η  for all 0 R ,n k +∈ ∈Ιη , where 
1 1
TT T T T
k k k k k− −⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦η x e x e .
(Q2) The closed-loop system (6) satisfies the ∞H  performance constraint. i.e., under the zero-initial 
condition, the controlled output kz satisfies
2 22
0 0





<∑ ∑z w                                                        (8) 
for all nonzero kw ,where 0γ >  is a prescribed scalar.  
3. Robust ∞H  Controller Design 
Theorem 1: Suppose that both the controller gain matrix K  and the observer gain matrix L  are given. 
The closed-loop system (6) is exponentially mean-square stable if there exist positive definite matrices 1P ,
2P , 3P  and 4P satisfying  
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          (9) 
where 1 21λ β= , 1 22 (1 )λ β= − , 1 23λ α= , 1 24 (1 )λ α= − .
 
Theorem 2: Given a scalar 0γ > . The system (6) is robustly exponentially mean-square stable and the 
∞H norm constraint (8) is achieved for all nonzero kw if there exist positive definite matrices 1P , 2P , 3P
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           (10) 
Note that the condition (10) is not an LMI, so we are now in a position to convert (10) into an LMI 
constraint. At this stage, the singular value decomposition technique is applied. For the matrix 2B  is of 
full-column rank, there always exist orthogonal matrices R n n×∈U  and Rm m×∈V , such that  
                                                          12 2 2
2
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= = =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
U Σ
B UB V B V
U 0
%                                                        (11) 
where 1 R
p n×∈U  and ( )2 R n p n− ×∈U  and 1 2diag{ , , , }pσ σ σ=Σ L , where σ i ( 1, 2, , )i p= L  are nonzero 
singular values of 2B .
 
Theorem 3: Given a scalar 0γ > . The system (6) is exponentially mean-square stable, and the ∞H
norm constraint (8) is achieved for all nonzero kw  if there exist positive definite matrices 11 R
p p×∈P ,
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where 1 1 11 1 2 22 2
T T= +P U P U U P U , and 1U and 2U  come from (11). Moreover, the controller parameters 
are given by  
1 1
11
T− −=K VΣ P ΣV M , 12−=L P N                                                (13) 
 
The minimum attenuation level can be readily found by solving the PROBLEM 1:   The optimal 
H∞ control problem:
11 22 20, 0, 0,
min ρ
> > >P P P M,N
 subject to (12) with 2ρ γ= .
4. Simulation Research 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, an uninterruptible power system 
(UPS) will be taken as our example. We consider the UPS with 1KVA. The discrete-time model (1) can 
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H , 2 0.2=H , [ ]1 0 0=E
[ ]1 0.1 0 0=C , [ ]2 23.738 20.287 0=C , 1 0.1=D , 2 0.2=D
Our aim is to design an H∞  controller (4) based on (3), such that the H∞ performance index is 
minimized. Let 0.7α β= = , i.e., the probability for a packet received on time is 0.3, one unit delay rate 
is 0.49, and the packet dropout rate is 0.21. We assume that the disturbance input is 21=k kw , and the 
initial conditions are 0 [0 0 0]= Tx , 0ˆ [0.2 0.2 0]= Tx . By using the MATLAB LMI Toolbox to  
solve PROBLEM 1, we can obtain that min 0.2279γ = , and [-0.0005 0.0011 -0.0011]=K ,
[0.0010 0.0020 0.0018]= TL . The simulation results of the state responses are given in Fig.1, from 
which we can see that our goal is achieved.  
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Fig. 1 ∞H control with min 0.2279γ =  under 0.7α β= =
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, an observer-based ∞H control problem has been studied for NCSs with random packet 
dropouts and communication delays which can be described by a Bernoulli distributed stochastic variable. 
Both the sensor-to-observer channel and the controller-to-actuator channel are considered. The controller 
has been designed via an LMI approach to make the closed-loop networked system exponentially mean-
square stability and achieve a desired ∞H  disturbance rejection level.  
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